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Abstract 
Certificateless public key cryptography (CL-PKC) is a new benchmark in modern cryptography. It not only 
simplifies the certificate management problem of PKC, but also avoids the key escrow problem of the identity 
based cryptosystem (ID-PKC). In this article, we propose a certificateless blind signature protocol which is 
based on elliptic curve cryptography (CLB-ECC). The scheme is suitable for the wireless communication 
environment because of smaller parameter size. The proposed scheme is proven to be secure against attacks 
by two different kinds of adversaries. CLB-ECC is efficient in terms of computation compared to the other 
existing conventional schemes. CLB-ECC can withstand forgery attack, key only attack, and known message 
attack. An e-cash framework, which is based on CLB-ECC, has also been proposed. As a result, the proposed 
CLB-ECC scheme seems to be more effective for applying to real life applications like e-shopping, e-voting, 
etc., in handheld devices. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the huge demands of e-commerce, digital signatures play a vital role in providing 
authentication to the documents used in electronic media. Digital signatures are based on public key 
cryptography, which is used to provide authenticity, integrity, and non-repudiation to the messages that 
are sent over unsecured channels. In the case of the traditional public key cryptosystem, the identity of 
the user present in the literature is not considered in the process of generating the public key of the 
user. Normally, a particular user is associated with a public key that is issued and maintained by a 
trusted third party, known as the certificating authority (CA) [1]. The CA authenticates the public key 
of the user with its owner. This system suffers from disadvantage of storing and managing certificates 
for users. Furthermore, these cryptosystems need to execute a lot of computations and the public key of 
the sender has to be verified by the receiver before using it. To solve this PKC overhead, Shamir [2] 
introduced the concept of an identity based public key cryptosystem (ID-PKC), in which the public key 
of the user is derived directly from the identity of the user by a trusted third party, that is called the 
public key generator (PKG). In such a cryptosystem, the generation of public key for a user is done by 
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the PKG, whereas, in the case of a traditional public key cryptosystem, it is the responsibility of the 
user [3].  

Even though ID-PKC reduces the storage and management of public keys, it is still not devoid of 
using certificates. One of the biggest shortcomings of this system is the key escrow problem (i.e., the 
private key of the user is known to the PKG). Thus, some malicious PKGs can forge the signature of 
some participants and decrypt the messages that are destined for users [4,5]. So, if the master key of the 
PKG is generated in a distributed manner, then the key escrow problem can be resolved. To manage the 
problem of ID-PKC, Alriyami and Paterson have suggested a certificateless public key cryptosystem 
(CL-PKC), which provides all the features of ID-PKC without the key escrow problem [4]. This 
cryptosystem does not require the certificates to guarantee the authenticity of the public key of a user. 
The private key of the user is generated in collaboration with both the user and The PKG. In order to 
forge a signature, one has to know both the identity provided by the user and the partial private key of 
the PKG. Moreover, the key does not need to be certified by any trusted authority [6].   

Preserving the privacy of the user is important in some applications like online voting, and e-
commerce. In 1982, David Chaum [7] proposed a blind signature scheme based on the RSA 
cryptosystem for providing anonymity to these applications. In a blind signature, a user obtains the 
signature of the signer in a message without revealing any information about the content of the 
message. This is achieved by blinding the message before sending it to the signer for a signature. The 
resulting signature in the blinded message behaves as if the signature is present in the original message, 
and it can be publicly verifiable. Subsequently, several blind signature protocols have been proposed 
based on the various computational hard problems of cryptography, such as the integer factorization 
problem (IFP) and the discrete logarithm problem (DLP). Due to the blind signature’s important role in 
applications like online voting, electronic cash, and many others, numerous certificateless and ID based 
blind signature schemes are present in the literature. Some of these schemes have been proven to be 
secure against various attacks, while some are suitable for key management applications [8-11]. 
Generally, a blind signature scheme consists of the following four phases: blinding, signing, unblinding, 
and verification [12]. 

Furthermore, any blind signature scheme needs to satisfy properties like blindness, correctness, 
authenticity, unforgeability, non-repudiation, integrity, non-reusability, and untraceability [13,14]. 

a) Blindness: at the time of signing, the signer is unaware of the content of the message signed by 
him/her. 

b) Correctness: without using the signer’s public key the blind signature cannot be verified. 
c) Authenticity: a valid signature signifies that the right person has generated the message. 
d) Unforgeability: a valid signer can only generate a unique valid signature for a particular message. 
e) Non-repudiation: after giving his/her signature in the message, the signer cannot deny having 

signed the message. 
f) Integrity: the content of the message should not be modified throughout the transmission. 
g) Non-reusability: the signature used in one message cannot be used for signing other messages. 
h) Untraceability: after the message-signature pair has been published to the public, even the signer 

can’t link between the messages with their signature pair. 
 

Miller [15] and Koblitz [16] independently proposed an efficient public key cryptosystem, in which 
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the group Zp
* is replaced by the group of points on an elliptic curve defined over a finite field. The major 

advantage of an elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) over DLP is that the best-known algorithm for 
solving the underlying hard mathematical problem in ECC (i.e., the elliptic curve discrete logarithm 
problem [ECDLP]) takes an exponential amount of time. However, in case of DLP the best-known 
algorithm for solving the underlying mathematical problem takes a sub-exponential amount of time. 
Hence, significantly smaller parameters can be used in ECC than in other systems, such as DLP or RSA, 
but with an equivalent level of security [17]. It has been established that a 256-bit ECC key can achieve a 
similar level of security than can be provided by a 3,072-bit key in DLP. Hence, ECC based systems are 
considered more secure and computationally efficient [18]. Some benefits of having a smaller key size 
are faster computations, reduction in processing power, and reduction in storage space. This makes 
ECC ideal for a resource constrained environment such as cellular phones, smartcards, etc. The first 
blind signature based on ECDLP shows that it saves 34% of the space, as compared to a blind signature 
based on DLP [19,20].  

A certificateless blind signature is the integration of the concept of the blind signature scheme and 
certificateless signature scheme. This means that a requester will get a certificateless signature without 
revealing the content of the message to the signer. Zhang and Zhang [21] first proposed the 
certificateless blind signature (CLB) scheme. They introduced the notion of a blind signature into 
certificateless public key cryptography. The scheme is based on pairing based cryptography. In 2009, 
Yang et al. [11] proposed a provably secure certificateless blind signature scheme. This scheme has 
proven to be secure against attacks by two different kinds of adversaries. Their scheme is efficient in 
terms of functionality, against some previously known ID-based blind signature schemes. They use very 
few pairing operations. As a result, their scheme requires less computational costs. Different 
certificateless blind signature schemes are available in [6,22-24]. It is observed from the literature that 
most of the recent certificateless blind signature schemes are based on a discrete logarithm problem and 
integer factorization problem. But, a certificateless signature protocol using ECC can reduce the 
computational cost, as well as the computation time. This is because ECC can provide the same level of 
security as compared to that of DLP with sufficiently less key size. Hence, in this article, we propose a 
certificateless blind signature scheme using ECC (CLB-ECC). CLB-ECC is shown to be resistant to 
various attacks such as forgery attack, key only attack, and known message attack. In addition to this, 
we have demonstrated an offline electronic cash (e-cash) framework based on the proposed CLB-ECC. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows: in Section 2, an introduction to elliptic curve 
cryptography is described. The proposed certificateless blind signature scheme is presented in Section 3. Security 
analysis is discussed in Section 4. The offline electronic cash framework and its security analysis are given in 
Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. The concluding remarks are given in Section 7. 

 
 

2. Background of Elliptic Curve Cryptography 

This section briefly explains some preliminaries required in this paper, such as the elliptic curve and 
the computational hard problem in the elliptic curve, all of which help in understanding the proposed 
scheme. 

Let E(Fp) denote an elliptic curve E over a finite field Fp, which is given by the equation y2 = (x3 + ax + 

b) mod p where a, b ∈Fp , such that 4a3 + 27b2 = 0 (mod p). This curve consists of points that satisfy the 
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following equation with the extra point O, which is called the point at infinity and that forms an abelian 
group [17]. Mathematically, it can be defined as: 

 
   {(x, y)|x, y ∈Fp & E(x, y)= 0} ∪ {O}                                                       (1) 

 
Let P (x1 , y1) and Q(x2 , y2) be two points on the elliptic curve and then the addition of these two 

points is represented by a third point (x3, y3) on the curve where: 
 

x3 = λ2 – x1 – x2    and    y3 = λ(x1 – x3) – y1                                                  (2) 

     where                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 
 

 
 

If P = Q, then the point addition operation in the case of ECC is known as the point doubling 
operation. In ECC, scalar multiplication is realized as a repeated addition of points by the amount of 
scalar time s, over the finite field Fp. This is expressed as: 

 
sP = P + P + ... + P (s times)                                                                (3) 

 

The ECDLP is defined as given Q = kP, where P, Q ∈E(Fp) and p is assumed to be of the order n, and 
to find an integer k, where 0 ≤k ≤n–1. 

Due to its smaller key size, ECC finds applications in smart cards and wireless communication, where 
the devices have less memory, bandwidth, and computational power. 

 
 

3. Proposed Certificateless Blind Signature 

The scheme consists of three parties, namely, PKG, signer, and requester. All of the three parties 
agree on an elliptic curve Ep(a, b) of order p. The proposed scheme consists of seven phases, such as the 
setup, partial private key extraction, secret value setup, private key setup, public key setup, certificateless 
blind signing, and certificateless verification. In the protocol, convention followed to denote the elements 
in Ep as lower case and the points in Ep as uppercase letters. The symbols used in the scheme are given 
as: 

G  :    a generator point whose order is large (i.e., nG = O) 
n  :    number of points in E 
O :    point at infinity 
xA, k  :    randomly chosen number by the PKG 
l, xB  :    randomly chosen parameters by the signer 
α, β  :    randomly chosen parameters by the requester 
m   :    message 
h(.) :    a collision-free hash function 
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The operations on various phases of the proposed CLB-ECC scheme, which are polynomial time 
algorithms, are given below.  

 
3.1 Setup 

 
This phase consists of the following steps. 
Step 1:  The PKG chooses the generator point G in the elliptic curve Ep(a, b) that is a large number. 

Step 2:  Then it selects xA ∈Zp* randomly and computes the public key as: 
 
 

3.2 Partial Private Key Extraction 
 
For a signer with the identity IDB, the PKG randomly chooses k ∈Zp* and computes the following 

equations: 
R=kG                                                                                    (5) 

s=k+xA[R]x         (6) 
P=sG      (7) 

 
The PKG sends (s, R) to the signer with the identity IDB. The signer (B) can check the authenticity of 

the received (s, R) by verifying the following condition: 
 

sG=R+[R]xYA          (8) 
 
Then, the PKG publishes the system parameters as < E, G, P, YA >. 
 

3.3 Secret Value Setup 
 
The signer (B) with identity IDB chooses l ∈Zp* as his/her secret information. 
 

3.4 Private Key Setup 
 
The signer (B) sets xB ∈Zp* as his/her signing private key and computes the following equations:  

U lG=      (9) 
 

3.5 Public Key Setup 
 
The signer (B) publishes YB as given by: 

GxY
BB

=      (10) 
 

3.6 Certificateless Blind Signing 
 
The signer (B) and the requester execute the following steps for creating a blind signature in message m. 
Step 1: The signer computes: 

1

1
 

B
t x l

−

=
     (11) 

AA
Y x G= (4) 
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-1

2
=

B
t sx                                                    (12) 

 
and sends (U, t1, t2, s) to the requester. 

Step 2: The requester chooses (α, β) ∈Zp* randomly and computes t, and t as: 

  
1 2

' ( || || - - )
B

t h m tU t Y U G s Gα β= +                (13) 

  
't t β= +                  (14) 

It sends t to the signer (B). 

Step 3: The signer computes the partial signature s, as: 

s, =l−ts      (15) 

and sends s, to the requester. 

Step 4: The requester computes s,, as: 

s,, = s, - α                       (16) 

σ = (s,,, t,) is the certificateless blind signature in m. 

 
3.7 Certificateless Verification 

 
To check the authenticity of signature σ in message m, the verifier performs the following steps: 

Step 1: Computes t,, as: 

'' (1 ')'' ( || || )
B
Y s G t Pt h m + +=

                   (17) 

 

Step 2: Accepts the signature as a valid one if t,, = t. The proof of correctness is given below. 

The subsequent steps in the proof given below, are formed using the Eqs. (7), (9), (10), (11), (12), 
(14), (15), and (16). 
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The overall flow of the proposed CLB-ECC is given in Fig. 1. 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Layout of the proposed certificateless blind signature scheme. PKG=public key generator. 

 
 

4. Security Analysis 

In this section, we have addressed the security issues of the proposed certificateless blind signature 
scheme in terms of two different types of adversaries in which one has no access to the master key 
(adversary-I) and the other has access to the master key (adversary-II) [21]. Adversary-II represents a 
malicious PKG that generates the partial private keys of users. Since there is no certificate that is used to 
provide the authenticity of the public keys, we must assume that an adversary can replace a user’s public 

PKG Signer Requester 
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key that it knows the corresponding secret value for with a duplicate or false key. For adversary-I, it is 
permitted to extract a partial private key, replace public keys, and use the new values in a forgery [23]. 
For adversary-II, various adversarial activities, such as signature queries and secret value extraction 
requests, are permissible, but it is disallowed from replacing user’s public keys [25]. We used two 
different games against both the forgers, adversary-I and adversary-II, as explained below. At the end of 
this section we have provided the efficiency analysis of the proposed scheme.  

 
4.1 Game-I 

 
This game is performed between a challenger and adversary-I for obtaining a certificateless blind 

signature. The game consists of the following three phases: initialization, queries, and output. Each 
phase is described below. 

•  Initialization: The challenger runs the setup algorithm and generates a master key and public 
system parameters. It keeps the master key secret and delivers the public system parameters to 
adversary-I. Here, adversary-I does not have any knowledge of the master key. 

•  Queries: Adversary-I may issue the following queries to the challenger. 

1. Partial private key: When adversary-I makes a request for the partial private key of a user with 
identity IDB, the challenger responds to the user’s partial private key IDB

,, which is an equal 

length of IDB, by running the partial private key extraction algorithm. 

2. Secret key: When adversary-I makes a request for the full private key of a user with identity IDB, 
the challenger responds to the user’s full private key xB by running the secret key setup and the 

public key setup algorithms. 

3. Request public key: When adversary-I makes a request for the public key of a user having 
identity IDB, the challenger responds the user’s public key YB by running the set public key 

algorithm. 
4. Replace public key: Adversary-I can replace the original public key YB

,, which is chosen by 
him/her.  

5. Blind signature (m, IDB): When adversary-I makes a request for a blind signature or for a 
message m from a user with identity IDB and public key YB, it may be noted that YB might be a 

replaced public key. To obtain the blind signature on message m, adversary-I engages the 

challenger with the certificateless blind signature algorithm. Finally, the challenger returns a 
blind signature σ, of message m under identity IDB and public key YB. 

•  Output: Adversary-I delivers (IDt, mt, σ,), where IDt is the identity of the target user, mt is the 

message, and σ, is the blind signature for message mt. Adversary-I wins the game if: 
1. The partial private key (IDt) and blind sign (mt, IDt) queries have never been queried. 

2. The verify algorithm returns 1 (i.e., the signature σ, for a message mt is valid under YB
,, which is 

replaced by adversary-I).  

Assuming that the ECDLP problem is untraceable, our scheme is unforgeable against adversary-I. We 
have shown that if there exists an adversary-I to win the Game-I described above, then one can build an 
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algorithm B that solves the ECDLP assumption. 
Adversary-I issues queries as described in Game-I during its attack. The algorithm B lists Li to keep 

track of the answer to the queries and a list L0 to keep track of the identity, public key, and secret value 
tuples. We assume that adversary-I makes a query requesting identity. The following queries are 
handled as follows: 

1. Query on partial private key: B recovers the user’s public key YB from list L0 and picks xB ∈Zp* 

randomly. Then, B inserts the parameters (IDB, YB) in list L1. B picks k to compute R = kG. Then 

he/she chooses xA at random to compute s. Then, he/she adds the tuple (s, R) into list L0. B 
outputs ‘failure’ and stops since it is unable to answer the query. In our scheme, B returns false, 

as it will not pass verification Eq. (8). This is because the difficulty lies in solving ECDLP. 

2. Secret key query: Suppose algorithm B picks a random l,, as chosen by adversary-I, the private 
key of user is then set as U, = l,G. U, is stored in list L0. 

3. Public key replacement request: The adversary replaces the public key YB as YB
, with U, stored in 

the list L0. For message m and the corresponding replaced public key YB
,, the algorithm B returns 

a response of  ‘failure’, as it will not pass verification Eq. (17).  
 

4.2 Game-II 
 
This game is performed between a challenger and adversary-II for the certificateless blind signature 

scheme as explained below. This game consists of the following three phases: initialization, queries, and 
output. Each phase is described below. 

    
• Initialization: The challenger runs the setup algorithm and generates a master key and public system 

parameters. The challenger sends the master key and public system parameters to adversary-II. 

• Queries: Adversary-II may issue the following queries to the challenger. 

1. Secret key: When adversary-II makes a request for the full private key of a user with identity IDB , 
the challenger responds to the user’s full private key xB

, by running the partial-private key 

extraction, secret value setup, and private key setup algorithms. 

2. Public key request: When adversary-II makes a request for the public key of a user with identity 
IDB, the challenger responds to the user’s public key YB by running the set public key algorithm. 

3. Blind signature (m, IDB): When adversary-II makes a request for a blind signature in message m 
for a user with identity IDB and the public key YB, the certificateless blind signature protocol runs 
between the challenger and adversary-II returns a blind signature σ, of message m under identity 

IDB  and public key YB. 
 
•  Output: Finally, adversary-II generates outputs (IDt, mt, σ,), where IDt is the identity of the target 

user, mt is a message, and σ, is a blind signature of message mt. Adversary-II wins the game if: 
 

1. The secret key and blind sign queries have never been queried. 

2. The verification protocol outputs 1 (i.e., the signature σ, of message mt is valid under YB, which 
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may be replaced by adversary-II). 
 

In the section below, we show that our scheme is unforgeable against an attack by adversary-II. 
 

1. The challenger runs the setup algorithm to generate the system’s parameters and master key. 
Then he/she sends them to adversary-II. 

2. Adversary-II handles various the queries of Game-II in the following manner: 

- Adversary-II produces message mt and identity IDt. The challenger sends a valid signature σ, 
on mt for identity IDt where the generation of σ, needs IDt’s secret values. In our scheme, the 
secret values of IDt are secured under the difficulty of solving ECDLP. 

- Suppose that adversary-II replaces the public key of user (YB) by its own value and gives the 

replaced YB to the challenger. The challenger runs the certificateless blind signature algorithm 
with adversary-II and produces signature σ,. In our scheme, the signature tuple σ, produced by the 

challenger is not equal to the original signature σ. As for obtaining a valid signature, Eq. (17) must 

be satisfied. At the end of the game, adversary-II outputs a message-signature-identity tuple 
(mt,σ,,IDt) that never matches with the original message-signature-identity tuple (m, σ, IDB). 

 
With respect to the security point of view, several theorems have been analyzed. We have shown that 

the proposed CLB-ECC satisfies the blindness property and that it can withstand forgery attack, key-
only attack, and known message attack. 

 
THEOREM 1. The proposed certificateless blind signature scheme satisfies the blindness property. 

Proof. Given any valid blind signature σ = (s,,, t,) of message m and any previously stored signature, 

(i.e., (s*, t∗)), there always exists a unique pair of blinding factors, α, β ∈ Zp* that maps (s,,, t,) to (s∗, t∗), 

which leads to the same relations defined in the blind signature issuing protocol. As such, the signer 
can’t establish a link between the valid blind signature and the corresponding previously stored blind 
signature. Thus, the proposed scheme satisfies the blindness property. 

 
THEOREM 2. The proposed certificateless blind signature scheme can withstand a forgery attack. 
Proof. In our proposed scheme, we have used SHA as the hash function. The property of the hash 

function says that from the message digest (or hash value) it is infeasible to extract the message. Given 
YA and G, it is infeasible to compute xA from Eq. (4). The difficulty of solving this is based upon the 
elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. For passing verification Eq. (17) successfully, an attacker has 
to randomly choose any two values from α, β, and t and compute the third one. If he/she chooses α, β 
randomly, then it is infeasible to find t since the hash function is non-invertible. Again, if he/she 

chooses t and either α or β, then it is also infeasible to find β or α. Given the valid signature (s,,, t,), it is 

infeasible to derive another valid signature (s,,∗, t,∗) in such a way that Eq. (17) is satisfied. 

 
THEOREM 3. The proposed certificateless blind signature scheme can withstand a key-only attack. 
Proof. A valid signature pair has to be formed by the attacker to make the key-only attack possible. 
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Suppose the attacker is able to create the signature pair. Then, the attacker will not be able to unblind 
the signature pair because he/she needs the parameter xB and β. But extraction of these two parameters 
is impossible due to ECDLP. 

 
THEOREM 4. The proposed certificateless blind signature scheme can withstand a known-message 

attack. 
Proof. In the known-message attack, the attacker has access to one or more message-signature pairs 

and can generate a certificateless blind signature for his/her message. The proposed scheme can 

withstand the known message attack. Suppose the attacker has a message signature triplet (s,,, t,, m) and 

wants to generate the signature for message m∗. First of all, he/she has to generate certificateless blind 

signature t,∗ on m∗ and then generate the unblind signature s,,∗. The signatures are sent to the verifier 

for verification. The verifier has the public key YA issued by the PKG to the verifier for message m and 
uses it for his/her own message m instead. But due to the ECDLP problem he/she isn’t able to attack. 

 

4.3 Efficiency Analysis 
 
In this section, we compare our scheme with other certificateless blind signature protocols in terms of 

the computational time required for the signing and verifying phase and the result is shown in Table 1. 
We have used the following notations in the comparison process: Pm is the time requirement for scalar 
multiplication to take place on the elliptic curve group, Pex is the time requirement for exponentiation 
operation on the group G, and Pe is the time requirement for performing a pairing operation on bilinear 
mapping [6,21]. The time requirement for carrying out a hash operation is negligible. Hence, we have 
omitted hash operation in the comparison table. We implemented our proposed scheme in a system 
configured with an Intel Core i3 processor and 4 GB RAM. We used PBC library [26] for performing all 
the operations listed above, for schemes of Zhang and Gao [6], Zhang and Zhang [21], and proposed CLB-
ECC.    

The comparison above shows that from amongst the three certificateless blind signature schemes our 
scheme requires less computational time. Our scheme requires approximately 21 milliseconds (ms) for 
executing the signing and verifying phase using a 160-bit modular elliptic curve group, which is the 
least amount out of all three. The major advantage of our scheme is that no pairing operation is used in 
the signing and verification process, which is the most time consuming operation. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of computational time 

Phase Zhang and Gao [6] Zhang and Zhang [21] CLB-ECC 

Signing Pe + Pex + 3Pm (≈43 ms) Pe + Pex (≈31 ms) 5Pm (≈15 ms) 

Verifying Pe + Pex + Pm (≈34 ms) 3Pe + 3Pex (≈32 ms) 2Pm (≈6 ms) 

Total 2Pe + 2Pex + 4Pm (≈77 ms) 4Pe + 2Pex (≈63 ms) 7Pm (≈21 ms) 

CLB-ECC=certificateless blind signature scheme using elliptic curve cryptosystem. 
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5. Proposed E-Cash Framework 

To validate our proposed scheme, we have proposed an offline electronic cash system that is based on 
the proposed CLB-ECC. In 1982, D. Chaum proposed the first electronic cash protocol based on a blind 
signature protocol. Since then, numerous electronic cash schemes have been proposed [27]. But as far 
as the use of a certificateless blind signature scheme using ECC is concerned no e-cash scheme has been 
proposed. We have used the e-cash framework given by Ashrafi et al. [28]. The proposed e-cash system 
consists of the following three participants: Customer, Merchant, and Bank. This system consists of the 
following five phases: setup, initialization request, initialization response, payment request, and payment 
processing. Details about each phase are given below. 

 
5.1 Setup 

 
Step 1: The bank chooses the elliptic curve Ep(a, b) parameters and p that is a large number. After 

that, the bank chooses a point on the curve G and then, the bank chooses its secret key xA from Zp
* and 

computes its public key YA as: 
 

                                                                                                                               (18) 
 
Step 2: The merchant with identity IDB chooses l as its secret information (Transaction ID) and sets 

its private key YB as: 
 

젨젨
B B

Y x G=                                                                  (19) 

 
5.2 Initialization Request 

 
When a customer wants to buy goods/services from a merchant, he/she makes a request for the 

merchant and bank’s public keys and system parameters of the merchant and the bank. 
 

5.3 Initialization Response 

 
Step 1: The bank chooses k at random and computes: 
 

R = kG                            (20) 

s = k + xA [R]x                      (21) 

P = sG                      (22) 

 
Then, the bank sends (s, R) to the merchant.   
Step 2: The bank sends as < E, G, P, YA > to the customer.  
Step 3: The merchant computes:  
 

        U lG=            (23) 

AA
Y x G=
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1 2
                              ' ( || || - - )                                                              (27)α β= +

B
t h m t U t Y U G s G

where l is the transaction ID.  
 
Step 4: The merchant computes t1 and t2 using his/her own secret parameter. 
 

 
1

1
 

B
t x l

−

=
     (24) 

 
-1

2 B
t sx=

     (25) 

 
The merchant sends (U, t1, t2, s) to the customer.  
 

5.4 Payment Request 
 
Step 1: The customer constitutes the e-coin (m) by incorporating card details, validity period, and 

cost into m.  
 

m = card detail ⊕ validity period ⊕ cost        (26) 
 
Step 2: Then, the customer chooses (α, β) as his/her transaction password and computes:    
                                                                                                                                                                                                           
 

t = t, + β      (28) 

and sends t to the merchant. 
 

5.5 Payment Processing 
 
Step 1: Upon receiving the payment response from the customer, the merchant contacts the bank by 

sending his/her identity IDB . 
Step 2: The merchant checks the authenticity of the received (s, R) by verifying the following 

condition: 
 

sG = R + [R]xYA     (29) 
 

If the above condition is satisfied, the merchant computes s, as follows: 

s, = l – ts     (30) 

and sends s, to the customer. 

Step 3: After receiving s,,, the customer computes s, using his/her password (α) as follows: 

  s,, = s – α     (31) 

Here, (s,, , t,) is the certificateless blind signature on the e-cash (m). Then, the customer sends the e-coin 
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along with its signature (s,,, t,) to the bank. 

Step 4: For an e-coin (m) and corresponding signature (s,,, t,), the bank checks authenticity of the 

coin by computing: 
 

        (32) 
 

The bank verifies whether t,, = t. If so, bank accepts the coin, otherwise it is rejected. Then, the bank 

deducts the required amount from the customer’s account. 
The overall block diagram of the proposed e-cash scheme is given in Fig. 2. 
 
 

6. Security Analysis of the Proposed E-Cash Scheme 

In this section, we analyze our protocol in different adversarial situations that may arise in e-cash 
transactions. 

 
THEOREM 1. The proposed e-cash scheme can withstand a replay attack. 
Proof. For instance, a dishonest merchant replays (re-transmit) the same payment information of an 

honest customer. When a customer sends his/her payment details to a merchant, a dishonest merchant 

will change its transaction ID l and replays it as l,, but when the customer constitutes the e-coin using 

the replayed l, it will not pass verification Eq. (32). 
 
THEOREM 2. A dishonest customer cannot double spend an e-coin. 
Proof. In the proposed scheme, each time the merchant receives a refund request from a customer, 

he/she uses the authorization status to reveal the actual amount debited earlier. By providing the 
transaction ID (l) to the bank, it can reveal the actual amount of purchase from the e-coin (m). As each 
participant uses his/her own secret key to generate the signature, it is not possible for a customer to 
claim more money than the actual amount. If so, the identity of the double spender can be revealed by 
the bank. 

 
 

7. Conclusion 

The notion and security models of the proposed ECDLP based certificateless blind signature scheme 
are formalized. The proposed scheme is proven to be secure against type-I and type-II adversary 
attacks. The proposed scheme is computationally more efficient than traditional pairing based schemes 
as we used an elliptic curve cryptosystem with 160-bit point representation. Moreover, we also 
proposed an e-cash scheme that is based upon the proposed certificateless blind signature scheme, 
which ensures both participants’ rights in the electronic transaction process. The proposed e-cash 
scheme is different from other existing schemes, as it does not require a strong trust relationship 

(1 ')'' ( || || )+ +=
B

Y sG t Pt h m
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between the customer and merchant to exist. The proposed scheme meets the basic security 
requirements in electronic commerce and is simple and computationally efficient. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Layout of the proposed e-cash scheme. 
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